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A recent paper published in Am. J. Phys. describes an experiment designed to measure the
one-way speed of light.1 Although the experiment is very interesting, in particular to be used in
student laboratories, it is in fact determining the two-way speed of light.
Greaves, Rodr´ıguez and Ruiz-Camacho have recently published a very interesting paper in this journal, entitled “A
one-way speed of light experiment”.1 The authors correctly refer to the literature when stating that the problem of
clock synchronization has been used to show that the one-way speed of light is a quantity that cannot be measured.
They further observe that “any measurement of the speed of light in one direction, from A to B, which uses only one
clock to avoid the problem of synchronization, requires the return back to A of the time information of the arrival at
B”. The experiment they propose is an attempt to avoid this situation. Nevertheless, it occurs as well.
As pointed out by Finkelstein,2 what the authors indeed measure is the two-way speed of light, if the coaxial cable
of length L is equivalent to a light signal propagating in vacuum with speed c, as the fixed time delay is assumed to
be ∆t = L/c = 23.73 m/3× 108 m/s = 79 ns. By using the value c to calculate ∆t, in fact the authors have implicitly
used two clocks, one at the photosensor and one at the oscilloscope, “synchronized” according to Einstein’s procedure.
The experiment described corresponds to the example of “synchronizing” clocks with the speed of a F1 car presented
in a previous paper.3 It is impossible to measure the speed of a F1 between two points in a circuit by using its average
speed along the track to “synchronize” clocks. Of course the F1 car has a speed, but this speed is not the difference
of times at the two positions if the clocks have been previously set using the average speed of the car. To make the
analogy precise, consider a track of length L and let the F1 car do several laps along the circuit, always in the same
way (braking on the same positions, accelerating on the same positions, etc.). With one clock at the start-finish line,
C0, we can determine the average speed of the F1 on the circuit, v¯, by measuring the time it takes to complete one
lap. Now, if we have another clock, C1, on a position of the circuit at a distance L1 from the start-finish line, we
can “synchronize” this clock with the one at the origin by setting C0 to zero when the car passes at the start-finish
line and by setting C1 to L1/v¯ when the car passes at in front of C1 (note that this is exactly what it is done in the
paper by Greaves et al1 by assuming a constant time delay of 79 ns). Of course we can now “measure” the “speed”
of the car on the remaining portion of the circuit, corresponding to a distance L−L1. With the clocks set in the way
just described, we will conclude, without surprise, that this “speed” is v¯, regardless of the value of L1. Similarily, the
measurement by Greaves et al1 for the “speed” of light gives c.
What has been measured is not the one-way speed of light, it is the two-way speed of light or, equivalently, the
one-way “Einstein speed” of light, formerly defined.4 Of course this speed is rigorously c, because the procedure has
been done in such a way that it cannot be otherwise! There is an implicit synchronization in Greaves et al,1 where
the clocks have been “synchronized” operationally. There is no problem in doing so, but we cannot attribute physical
meaning to a perfectly defined quantity (the Einstein speed) other than its true meaning. If we do not know the
one-way speed of light in one frame, we cannot use c to cope with half of the circuit (the delay on the coaxial cable)
and then pretend we have measured the one-way speed of light in the remaining part of the circuit. The knowledge
of the one-way “Einstein speed” of light is just a result of a definition, based on an experimental fact: the constancy
of the two-way speed of light. So far, this knowledge does not justify the assumption of the constancy of the one-way
speed of light in all frames, although we can work, for operational reasons, as if the one-way speed of light was c.3,4
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